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ABSTRACT 

We have designed and have been constructing at C2.2 cold neutron guide port of 
JRR-3M, JAERI, a neutron spin echo spectrometer(NSE) which is equipped with 
two optimized magnets for neutron spin precession, a position sensitive 
detector(PSD), a converging polarizer and a wide area analyzer. The dynamic range 
of scattering vector Q covers from O.OlA-' to 0.3A-" and that of energy E from 
30neV to 0.1 meV. This spectrometer makes it possible to study a mesoscopic 
spatial structure of die order of l~100nm combined with a nanosecond temporal 
structure of the order of 0.1 ~100ns corresponding to dynamical behavior of large 
molecules such as polymer. A test experiment shows that the homogeneity 
condition of the precession magnet is loosened by means of PSD. 

INTRODUCTION 

The neutron spin echo (NSE) method proposed by Mezei provides an extremely high 
energy resolution in analyzing small energy changes on scattering as a phase shift in the 
Larmor precession of each neutron spin in a magnetic field." The wave vector Q and Fourier 
time t dependent correlation function I(Q,t) of an investigated system is observed directly in 
the NSE experiment. Then S(Q,o)) can be calculated from I(Q,t) by means of Fourier 
transformation. The Fourier time t is given as, 

' = (2|7nN»i„2//j3);i3£> 

or in unit of s, 

r[s] = 1.8635 x 1010X,3[A]D[Tm] , (1) 

where X is the neutron wavelength in unit of A and D the magnetic field integral in unit of 
Tm. The magnetic field integral D along the neutron path is given by. 

D = I |B|d/ = I [B? + E} + B]\mdl , (2) 
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INTRODUCTION 

The neutron spin echo (NSE) method proposed by Mezei provides an extremely high 
energy resolution in analyzing small energy changes on scattering as a phase shift in the 
Larmor precession of each neutron spin in a magnetic field.l) The wave veclor Q and Fourier 
time t dependent correlation function I(Q，t) of an investigated system is observed directly in 

the NSE experiment. Then S(Q， ω~ can be calculated from /(Q，t) by means of Fourier 
transformation.百leFourier time t is given払

t=(司%担Nm~/h3)λ 3D

or in unit of s， 

t[s] = 1.8635 x 10・10λ，3[A]D[Tm]， 、，，tA
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whereλis the neutron wavelength in unit of A and D the magnetic fieLd integral in unit of 
Tm. The magnetic field integral D along the neutron path is given by， 
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where Bt, Bn and B+ are the axial z, radial r and azimuthal <l> components of the magnetic 
field B. a7 is the element of the length along the neutron path. The dynamic range of t can be 
varied by the magnetic field strength. The maximum Fourier time tm or maximum field 
integral Dm determines the achievable spectral resolution AE=TiAco of the spectroscopy. The 
spectral resolution AE is defined by, 

AE=hAo) = 0.05h/tm. (3) 

On the other hand, the energy resolution 6£, which is determined by the inhomogeneity of 
D, in contrast to AE is given by, 

8E = 2A&E, (4) 

where AD is inhomogeneity of D and E is the energy of the incidint neutrons. 
We have designed an NSE spectrometer in order to study a mesoscopic spatial structure 

of the order of l~100nm combined with a nanosecond temporal structure of the order of 
0.1~ 100ns corresponding to dynamical behavior of large assemblies made of medium-sized 
molecules and assemblies of large molecules and also to dynamical critical behavior of 
condensed matters.2' The NSE spectrometer shares the C2.2 cold guide port of JRR-3M, the 
monochromater, the neutron guide, the sample table and the dancing floor commonly with 
the neutron spectral modulation spectrometer(NSM).3> The parts which are shared with the 
NSM spectrometer and the tables for the polarizer, precession coil, analyzer and detector 
have been constructed. Other parts are being constructed. The precession coil will be 
constructed by the end of March 1993. 

We have carried out a test experiment of NSE using the parts constructed and the parts of 
another NSE spectrometer which we had constructed at KUR.4' 

In this paper, we give th; design of the NSE spectrometer and that of the precession coil 
in deteil. Finally, we demonstrate in the test experiminl of NSE that the homogeneity 
condition of the precession magnet is loosened by means of the position sensitive 
detector(PSD). 

Fig. 1 The whole view of the neutron spin echo spectrometer at JRR-3M. C2-2: C2-2 cold 
neutron guide port, M: monochromater, G : neutron guide, P : polarizer, PF: precession 
coil, S : sample, A : analyzer and D : detector 

DESIGN OF THE SPECTROMETER 
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where B:， B円 andB; are the axial z， radial r and azimuthal It components of the magnetic 
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We have designed an NSE spectrometer at the C 2. 2 cold neutron guide port of JRR-3M as 
shown in Fig. 1. The dynamic range of scattering vector Q covers from 0.01 A -1 to 0.3A1 and 
that of energy E from 30neV to O.lmeV. Some of the design parameters of the spectrometer 
are listed in Table 1. The reflected neutrons by a multi-layer monochromater at the C2-2 port 
pass through a 9m neutron guide and reach a polarizer. The monochromater has a 
wavelength resolution of about 10% in the wavelength range 5~8A. The distance between 
the monochromater and polarizer is about 12m. The polarizer, the precession coil, the 
analyzer and the detector table move freely on the dancing floor and the reflecting and 
scattering angles at the monochromater, the polarizer, the sample and the analyzer are set by 
a computer control. These tables have been constructed. The distance between the polarizer 
and the sample table is about 3.5m, that between the sample table and the analyzer 3.5~3.9rn, 
and that between the analyzer and the detector 3~3.5m. Fig. 2 shows the set up of the NSE 
spectrometer in detail. It consists of the following parts: A: polarizer, B: magnetic guide, C: 

Table 1 
Design parameters of the neutron spin echo spectrometer 

dynamic range 
Q 0.01 A-1 ~ 0.3 A-» 
E 30neV~100neV 

path length in precession field L 2.6 m 
maximum field integral 0.22 Tm 
relative inhomogeneity of field integral Tf = AD/D < 2 x 10-6 

A = 5 A A = 8A 
maximum spin turn number N 8109 12975 
maximum Fourier time f(ns) 5.0 21 
spectral resolution AE(neV) 6.4 1.6 
energy resolution 5£(neV) 13.1 5.1 

wavelength A 5~8A 
wavelength resolution AA/A 10% 

beam cross section at 
monochromater 20 w x 50 h mm 
polarizer 20 w x 50>» mm 
sample 204,mm 
4th JC/2 coil 120* mm 
analyzer 60 w x 150h mm 
detector 120w x 3(Xfi mm 

distance between 
monochromater-polarizer ~12m 
polarizer-sample ~3.5m 
sample-analyzer 3.4 - 3.9m 
analyzer-detector 3.0-3.5m 
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Fig. 2 The set-up of the neutron spin echo spectrometer at JRR-3M 

A : polarizer 
A-l : polarizer 
A-2: magnet 
A-3 : polarizer table 

B : magnetic guide(vacuum tube) 
C : 1st Jt/2 coil 

C-l:jt/2coil 
C-2: correction coil 

D : 1st precession coil 
D - l : precession coil 
D-2: spiral coils 
D-3: vacuum tubes 

E : 2nd Jt/2 coil or n coil 
E - l : TC/2 coil or n coil 
E-2: correction coil 

F : 1st precession coil table 
G : sample table 

G-l : goniometer 
G-2: stage 
G-3: coils (x-y-z) 
G-4: sample 

H : 2nd precession coil table 
1: 3rd JT/2 coil 

1-1: til coil 
1-2: correction coil 

J : 2nd precession coil 
J - l : precession coil 
J-2: spiral coils 
J -3 : vacuum coil 
J-4: symmetry coil 

K : 4th rc/2 coil 
K-l:K/2coil 
K-2: correction coil 

L: magnetic guide (vacuum tube) 
M: analyzer 

M-l: analyzer 
M-2: magnet 
M-3: goniometer 

N: detector 
N-l: position sensitive detectors 
N-2: vacuum tube 

O: slits 
P: beam stoppers 
Q: monitor detector 
R: beam shutter 
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N Fig.2 百leset-up of the neutron spin echo叩ectrometerat JRR・3M
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A・2:magnet 
A・3:polariz釘 table

B : magnetic guide(vacuum tube) 
C : 1 st 1CI2 coi1 
C-l : 7tl2 coi1 
C-2 : correction coil 

o : 1 st precession coil 
0-1 : precession coil 
D・2: spiral coils 
0-3: vacuum tubes 

E: 21凶7tl2coi1 or πcoll 
E-l : 7tl2 coi1 orπcoi1 
E-2 : correction coi1 

F: 1st precession coi1 table 
G : sample table 
G-l : goniometer 
G・2:stage 
G-3 : coils (x-y-z) 
G-4: sample 

H : 2nd precession coil table 
1: 3rdπfl. coil 
1-1 : 7tl2 coil 
1-2: corr配 tioncoil 

J: 2nd (町民俗sioncoil 
J-l : J賞α:essioncoi1 
1・2:spiralωi1s 
3・3:va叩 umωil
J-4: s戸nmetrycoil 

K:4出π/2coil
K-l : 7tI2 coil 
K-2: correction coil 

L: magnelic guide (vacuum lube) 
M: analyzer 
M-l : analyzer 
M・2:magnel 
M・3: goniomeler 

N: deleclor 
N・1: position sensitive deleclors 
N・2:vacuum 削除

0: slilS 
P : beam SlOppers 
Q : monilor deleclor 
R : beam sbuuer 



nil and correction coil, D: precession coil with spiral correction coils, E: JC/2 (or JI) and 
correction coil, F: precession coil table, G: sample table with correction coils, H: precession 
coil table, I: JC/2 and correction coil, J: precession coil with spiral correction coils, K: Jt/2 coil 
and correction coil, L: magnetic guide, M: analyzer, N: detector, O: slits, P: beam stoppers. 
The polarizer (or the analyzer) is a Soller slit type assembly of magnetic supermirrors which 
are composed of sheets of silicon wafers with alternating layers of Co-Fe alloy and V metal 
on them. The cross section of the incident beam at the polarizer is 20wx50 hmm 2. The 
reflected neutrons by the polarizer converge at the analyzer position in order to improve the 
Q resolution without sacrificing the intensity. Diverging scattered neutrons from the sample 
are reflected by the analyzer with a beam cross section of 60wxl50 hmm 2 and detected by the 
position sensitive detector which specifies different divergent neutron paths. The detector is 
an assembly of 15 lD-PSDs of 1/2 inch in diameter. Each 1D-PSD is set vertically. The 
long distance between the analyzer and the detector reduces the neutron noise without 
sacrificing available intensity using PSDs. 

PRECESSION COIL 

For the magnet that facilitates the Larmor precession of neutron spins, we have adopted 
the optimal field shape coil (OFS coil) as proposed by Zeyen5>, which has a sinusoidal field 
distribution Bt(z) along the axial coordinate z (approximately parallel to the neutron path) 
over a length L such that, 

B zW = fi0cos2(^L), (5) 
For a long conventional simple solenoid, the relative field-integral inhomogeneity rj is given 
as, 

'-£• 2DSLS 

(6) 

where Ds is the solenoid 
diameter, L s the length of the 
solenoid and r the radial 
coordinate of the neutron 
trajectory. For the OFS coil, 
the relative field integral 
inhomogenerty 77 is given 
as, 

, = l ( f ) 2 . (7) 

The spin flippers such as Till 
coil and it coil are operated 
at z=±U2 positions with on 
origin z=0 defined at the 
center of the coil. Since r\ 

Table 2. Design parameters of the precession coil. 

magnetic length L 
number of subcoils 
bore of 1st subcoil 
maximum field integral 
inhomogeneity without correction 
inhomogeneity with 2 spiral coils 
maximum current 
maximum field 
number of windings 
hollow conductor wire 

electrical resistance 
cooling system 
capacity of the refrigerator 

= 2.6 m 
= 20 
= 219 mm 
= 0.22 Tm 
= 2 x 10-4 

< 2 x 10-6 

= 100 A 
= 0.17 T 
= 1802 
= 6 x 12 x 4.5 mm 

(hollow 3 x 9 mm) 
= 0.75 Ji 
= water cooling 
= 88.6 MJ/h 
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1t/2 and correction coil， D: precession coil with spiral correction coils， E:π/2 (or π) and 
correction coil， F: pr，回目sioncoil table， G: sample table with correction coils， H: precession 

coil table， 1: 1tI2飢 dcorrection coil， J: precession coil with spiral correction coils， K: 1tI2 coil 
and correction coil， L: magnetic guide， M: analyzer， N: detector， 0: sli18， P: beam stoppers. 
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are composed "，f sh回 18of silicon wafers with altemating layers of Co-Fe alloy and V metal 
on them. The cross section of the incident beam at the polarizer is 20wx50hmm2• The 
reflected neutrons by the polarizer converge at the analyzer position in order to improve the 
Q resolution without sacrificing the intensity. Diverging scattered neutrons from the sample 
are reflected by the analyzer with a beam cross section of 60wx15uhmm2 and detected by the 
position sensitive detector which speci自由 differentdivergent neutron pa血s.百ledetector is 
an assembly of 15 lD・PSDsof 1/2 inch in diameter. Each lD-PSD is set vertica11y. The 
long distance between the analyzer and the detector reduces the neutron noise without 
sacrificing available intensity using PSDs. 

PRECESSION COIL 

For the magnet that facilitates the Larmor precession of neutron spins， we have adopted 
the optimal field shape coil (OFS coil) as proposed by ZeyenS)， which -has a sinusoidal field 
distribution Bl z) a10ng the axial coordinate z (approximately para11el to the neutron path) 
over a length L such白紙，

B~(z) =品cos2(雫)• (5) 

For a long conventional simple solenoid， the relative field-integral inhomogeneityηis given 
as， 

η=企立向.L-
D 2DsLs' 

where D. is the solenoid 
diameter， L. the length of the 
solenoid and r the radial 
coordinate of the neutron 
trajectory. For the OFS coil， 
the relative field integral 

inhomogenertyηis given 
as， 

η=!(泣 )2. (7) 
2'L 

百lespin flippers such酪 1rI2

coil and πcoil are oper.ated 
at z=.土:U2positions with on 
origin z=O defined at the 
center of the coil. Since η 

(6) 

Table 2. Design parameters of出eprecession coil. 

magnetic length L 
number of subcoils 
bore of 1st subcoil 
maximum field integral 
inhomogeneity without correction 
inhomogeneity with 2 spiral coils 
maxlmum current 
maximum field 
number of windings 
hollow conductor wire 

elec凶c叫 resistance
cooling system 
capacity of the refrigerator 
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= water cooling 
= 88.6 MJIh 
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does not couple with D, 
directly, we can reduce the 
coil diameter in the OFS 
coil. Decreasing the 
diameter of the coil reduces 
not only the stray field but 
the cost of the precession 
coil. The inhomogeneity r/ 
proportional to r2 in eq. (7) 
is corrected by means of a 
Mezei's Fresnel spiral coil. 
Even for a divergent neutron 
path, the inhomogeneity X] is 
corrected well by two spiral 
coils positioned at 
z=i0.366L in the case of the 
OFS coil6'. 

The OFS coil of this 
spectrometer consists of 20 
coaxial subcoils having 
different length and 
diameters stacked together. 
The bore of the first and the 
20th subcoil is 219mm and 
503mm, respectively, and 
the length of the first and the 
20th subcoil is 2080mm and 
273mm, respectively. Some 
of the design parameters of 
the coil are listed in Table 2. 
The maximum field integral 
Dm of the coil is 0.22Tm. 
The magnetic length L is 
2.6m. The field distribution Bt(z,r) and BJz,r) at ;-=2cm calculated from the OFS coil without 
any correction coils is shown in Fig. 3. In the curve of B/z,r), wiggles appear at the ends of 
the subcoils and they increase with increasing r. Though the wiggles cause the neutron 
depolarization, the depolarization is negligible in this OFS coil for r<4cm which was 
designed in the following condition: 

CD 

-0.003 

z(m) 

Fig. 3 The magnetic field distribution Bz(z, r) and B/z, r) at 
n=2cm when the current is 100A. The sinusoidal curve Bz(z,r) 
= BfiosH.nz/L) is shown by a dotted line. 

07. 
(8) 

where the speed of the spin rotation in the Lamor precession is at least 200 times more than 
that of the magnetic field direction for a moving neutron spin. 

The deviation of the field integral D from the axial symmetry (the 0 dependence of D) 
caused from wide conductor wires, typically 12mm wide and 6mm high, was a serious 
problem. The inhomogeneity from the deviation cannot be corrected by the spiral coil. The 
winding of the conductor wires and the interconnection between the subcoils were designed 
in such a way as to compensate the deviation as far as possible. Fig. 4 shows the <j> 
dependence of the inhomogeneity AD,(r,0) of D in the OFS coil caused from wide 
conductors; AD,(r,<j)) is given by. 
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where the sp田 dof出espin rotation in出eLamor preression is at least 200 times more than 
出atof the magnetic fiela direction for a moving neutron spin. 

The deviation of the field integral D from the axial symrnetry (血ett dependen田 ofD) 
caused from wide conductor wires， typically 12mm wide and 6mm high， was a serious 
problem. The inhomogeneity from the deviation cannot be corrected by the spiral coil. The 
winding of the conductor wires and the interconnection between the subcoils were designed 

in such a way as to compensate the deviation as far部 possible.Fig. 4 shows the ゆ

dependence of由einhomogeneity ADt (r.rt) of D in the OFS coil caused from wide 
conductors; LiD， (r，rt) is given by， 
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r 
Jo 

{fi(z,r,0)-fi°(z,r)}d/, (9) 

where B(zr, 0) = {B}{zr, <t>) + B}{zf, $) + fl$(z/, 0 ) } m and fl°(z,r) is the magmetic field 
calculated from a coil with 
the axial symmetry. The <j> 
dependence of ADJD is less 
than 1.5xl06 for r=3cm. 
ADt(r,0) compensates itself 
much more when the 
integration range covers 
from -LI2 to 1/2.. The total 
relative inhomogeneity r\ of 
the spectrometer for 4*cm 
neutron beam is to be 
reduced below 2x10 s by 
means of the spiral coils. 
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Fig. 4 The 0 dependence of the relative inhomogeneity of the 
field Integral D in the OFS precession coil caused from wide 
conductor wires. 

Fig. 5 The set up of the test experiment of NSE in order to show the advantage of PSD for the 
homogeneity condition. 

ADVANTAGE OF USING THE POSITION SENSITIVE DETECTOR 
FOR THE HOMOGENEITY CONDITION 

We have carried out a test experiment of NSE in order to show the advantage of using the 
PSD for the homogeneity condition. The set up of the NSE experiment is shown in Fig. 5. P: 
polarizer, n/2: rc/2 coil, PF: precession coil, Al-Zn-Mg: sample. A: analyzer. The field 
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(9) 

/'U2 

M1t(r， tt) = I {B(z， r，ゆ)-B O(Z， r) } dl ， 。
where B(z.r， tt) = {Br(z.r， tt) + Bt(z.r， tt) + B~(z.r， tt)}山 andBO(z，r) is lhe magmetic field 
calculated from a coil with . _.~ x10・3

lhe axial symmetry. The tt 4 

dependence of d.DJD is less 
than 1.5xlO.6 for r=3cm. 
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ADVANTAGE OF USING THE POSITION SENSITIVE DETECTOR 
FOR THE HOMOGENEITY CONDITION 

We have carried out a 脳t~~pe出nentof NSE in order ωshow the advantage of using曲e
PSD for lhe homogeneity condition.τbe set up of the NSE experiment is shown in Fig. 5. P: 

polarizer， rrJ2: rrJ2 coil， PF: prl町田sioncoi!， Al-Zn-Mg: sample. A: analyzer.百lefield 
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integral D was 0.015Tm and A 
=7A. We observed the NSE signal 
of neutrons scattered elastically 
from ternary Al alloy with 10% Zn 
and 0.1% Mg aged at 80 °C. The 
NSE signals observed at different 
positions (A and B) on the PSD are 
shown in Fig. 6. The phase of the 
NSE signal at the point A is 
different from that at the point B, 
since the field integral along the 
neutron path is different. If we had 
observed the NSE signal using a 
large detector which is not 
position-sensitive, the NSE signal 
would have disappeared as a result 
of the sum of the different phase 
signals. We can observe each NSE 
signal, that has a different phase 
corresponding to the different field 
integrals, by means of the PSD 
which specifies the different 
divergent neutron paths. The use of 
PSD loosens the condition of the 
homogeneity of the field integral 
D. Therefore, we can use the 
scattered neutrons with large 
angular divergences for the NSE 
experiment using the PSD. 
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